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ABSTRACT
Networks of ultra-low-power nodes capable of sensing, computa-
tion, and wireless communication have applications in medicine,
science, industrial automation, and security. Over the past few
years, deployments of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have uti-
lized nodes based on off-the-shelf general purpose microcontrollers.
Reducing power consumption requires the development of System-
on-chip (SoC) implementations that must provide both energy effi-
ciency and adequate performance to meet the demands of the long
deployment lifetimes and bursts of computation that characterize
WSN applications. This work takes a holistic approach and, thus,
studies all layers of the design space, from the applications and ar-
chitecture, to process technology and circuits.

This paper introduces the emerging application space of wire-
less sensor networks and describes the motivation and need for a
custom system architecture. The proposed design fully embraces
the accelerator-based computing paradigm, including acceleration
for the network layer (routing) and application layer (data filter-
ing). Moreover, the architecture can disable the accelerators via
VDD-gating to minimize leakage current during the long idle times
common to WSN applications. We have implemented a system ar-
chitecture for wireless sensor network nodes in 130nm CMOS. It
operates at 550 mV and 12.5 MHz. Our system uses 100x less
power when idle than a traditional microcontroller, and 10-600x
less energy when active.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.3 [Processor Architectures]: Other Architecture Styles—Het-
erogenous (hybrid) systems; C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-
Based Systems]: Real-time and embedded systems

General Terms
Design, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
Networks of ultra-low-power nodes that include sensing, compu-

tation, and wireless communication have applications in medicine,
science, industrial automation, and security. System-on-chip (SoC)
implementations of such nodes can provide both energy efficiency
and adequate performance to meet the long deployment lifetimes
and bursts of computation that characterize wireless sensor network
(WSN) applications.

Phenomena Sample Rate (in Hz)
Very Low Frequency
Atmospheric temperature 0.017 - 1
Barometric pressure 0.017 - 1
Low Frequency
Heart rate 0.8 - 3.2
Volcanic infrasound 20 - 80
Natural seismic vibration 0.2 - 100
Mid Frequency (100Hz - 1000 Hz)
Earthquake vibrations 100 - 160 Hz
ECG (heart electrical activity 100 - 250
High Frequency ( > 1kHz)
Breathing sounds 100 - 5k
Industrial vibrations 40k
Audio (human hearing range) 15 - 44k
Audio (muzzle shock-wave) 1M
Video (digital television) 10M

Table 1: Sensor Sampling Rates of Different Phenomena

Deployed sensor networks measure a wide range of phenomena
including atmospheric temperature, heart rate, volcanic eruptions,
and even the sound of a sniper rifle[19, 4, 20, 3]. The perfor-
mance target (cycles of computation per second) for a WSN node
is set by the sampling rate for the measured phenomena and the
amount of on-node data filtering required. Table 1 lists the range
of sampling rates for different physical phenomena. Environmental
measurements—such as temperature and pressure—have time con-
stants on the order of minutes. Consequently, nodes deployed to
measure low-frequency phenomena will be idle most of the time. In
contrast, nodes that measure higher-frequency phenomena—such
as seismic vibrations and acoustic signals—will require higher per-
formance processors.



Application Domain Desired Lifetimes Computation Re-
quirements (sample
rates)

Example

Scientific Applications
Habitat/Weather Monitoring Months/decades very low Great Duck Island[19]
Volcanic Eruption Detection Months/decades mid Volcano WSN[20]
Military and Security Applications
Building/Border Intrusion Detection Years/decades low
Structural and Earthquake monitoring Years/decade low/mid
Active Battlefield Sensing Months mid/high Sniper Detection/Localization[3]
Medical Applications
Long-Term Health Monitoring (pulse) Days low
Untethered Medical Instruments
(ECG)

Days med EKG mote[4]

Business Applications
Supply Chain Management Months low
Expired/Damaged Goods Tracking Months low
Factory/fab monitoring Months/years med/high Industrial WSN[10]

Table 2: Example WSN application domains.

Sensor nodes are sometimes deployed in hard to reach places,
which make it difficult and expensive to change batteries regularly.
In this work, we classify node lifetime based on the availability of
wired power sources or battery replacements. In some domains,
such as military and security applications, nodes embedded deeply
in the structure of a building would be difficult to manually main-
tain and would consequently require node lifetimes of several years
on one battery. In medical domains (not including bio-implants) a
patient or health care professional would be able to replace batteries
daily. Table 2 lists a few example application domains with an esti-
mate of their deployment lifetimes and computation requirements.

In this work, we target a class of habitat monitoring WSN ap-
plications that aim for long deployment lifetimes and that incor-
porate data filtering and multihop routing on the nodes. Specif-
ically, this architecture was informed by the volcano monitoring
system deployed by Werner-Allen et al. [5]. In that system, nodes
sampled both seismic and infrasound signals and use an exponen-
tially weighted moving average (EWMA) filter to detect interesting
events and transmit data back to a team of vulcanologists.

Proposed SoC implementations for WSNs typically rely on general-
purpose microcontrollers as the main compute engine and often run
in subthreshold to minimize energy [15]. Unfortunately, subthresh-
old operation increases susceptibility to on-die parameter varia-
tions, limits the performance needed for real-time applications, and
requires custom SRAM design [9]. In order to accommodate the
wide variety of computing needs in WSNs while minimizing en-
ergy consumption, we propose an accelerator-based system archi-
tecture.

Our design fully embraces the accelerator-based computing paradigm,
including acceleration for the network layer (routing) and applica-
tion layer (data filtering). Moreover, our architecture can disable
the accelerators via VDD-gating to minimize leakage current dur-
ing the long idle times common to WSN applications. We show that
the accelerator-based system architecture, implemented in 130nm
CMOS, significantly improves energy efficiency and performance
of computations when compared to a general-purpose microcon-
troller for a variety of WSN benchmarks.
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Figure 1: Research Approach. We take a holistic approach to re-
search — understanding and addressing power consumption at all
layers of the design space. Architecture innovations are informed
by modeling and prototyping.

2. HOLISTIC APPROACH TO LOW POWER
DESIGN

During the course of our research, we have taken the view that
all layers of the design space influence power consumption, from
the application and network to the architecture and circuits. Fig-
ure 1 provides a graphical description of the research approach
we employed. Our research efforts follow an iterative approach
through modeling, design and prototyping and our models incor-
porate inputs from a variety of design layers. For example, the
PowerTOSSIM model accepts inputs from the network and appli-
cation layers and physical power measurements of nodes[18].

We use modeling to guide design decisions which are verified by
circuit simulations and prototyping. Section 3 describes a design
motivated by the modeling of application behavior and addresses
leakage current, which is increasing due to technology scaling. Be-



cause our power consumption targets are so low, we developed a
prototype in 130nm CMOS to verify that our design achieves ultra
low power operation. Taking a holistic approach to design allowed
us to include features (such as hardware acceleration and VDD-
gating) that required coordination across layers.

3. ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture combines the energy efficiency found in

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) with the flexibility
and programmablility of a general purpose processor. As power
consumption is the main design constraint, the proposed event-
driven system for WSNs uses three techniques to reduce power
consumption.

• Lightweight event handling in hardware - Initial responsibil-
ity for handling incoming interrupts is given to a specialized
Event Processor, removing the software overhead that would
be required to provide event handling on a general-purpose
processor.

• Hardware acceleration for typical WSN tasks - Modular
hardware accelerators are included to complete regular ap-
plication tasks such as data filtering and message routing.

• Application-controlled fine-grained VDD-gating - Address-
ing leakage current with architecture support for VDD-gating
enables accelerator blocks to be powered off when unused.
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Figure 2: System Block Diagram.

Fig. 2 presents a block diagram of the prototype chip. The Event
Processor (EP) is a small programmable state machine that runs in-
terrupt service routines (ISRs) to control the flow of data between
the on-chip memory and multiple accelerators, such as the message
processor, programmable data filter, and timer, which are memory
mapped and connected via the system bus [7]. The EP also acts
as a power manager, turning accelerators on and off as needed by
the running application. While the system also includes an 8-bit
general-purpose microcontroller to handle infrequent and irregular
tasks, it can usually be disabled. During long idle times, only the

EP—and perhaps select blocks such as the timer—must be pow-
ered. The tester I/O block facilitates testing to verify functionality.

A key benefit of the modular design of the architecture is its abil-
ity to employ fine-grained power management of individual com-
ponents (both masters and accelerators). Selectively turning off
components and using VDD-gating enables the system to mini-
mize leakage power. For example, the general-purpose microcon-
troller core could be relatively complex and power-hungry when
active, but can be VDD-gated most of the time when idle. The
event processor handles all interrupts, distributes tasks to acceler-
ator devices, and wakes up the microcontroller only rarely, when
necessary.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
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Abstract: This paper presents a low power processor designed 
specifically to address event driven computation and long idle 
times that characterize wireless sensor network workloads. 
The system employs application specific hardware accelerators 
and fine-grained VDD-gating. We present active, idle, and 
gated power measurements of our 130 nm prototype system 
across voltage and frequencies. The system consumes 680pJ 
for a typical WSN task at 550mV and 12.5 MHz and for 
low-throughput workloads VDD-gating reduces energy 
consumption by 9x. 
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Low Power 

Introduction 
Networks of ultra low power nodes which include sensing, 
computation, and wireless communication have applications in 
medicine, science, industrial automation, and security. Ultra 
low power computation will extend battery life of these nodes 
and potentially create completely self sustainable networks by 
enabling energy scavenging. We propose a system architecture 
that departs from traditional general-purpose computing 
architectures and is specifically tailored for wireless sensor 
network (WSN) applications. Active power consumption is 
reduced through hardware based event handling and hardware 
acceleration of typical operations. Architecture simulations 
show that this system can complete certain WSN tasks in 
1/10th the number of cycles of traditional systems providing 
energy-efficiency during active mode [1]. With active power 
reduced, idle power dominates for low duty cycle WSN 
applications. The system architecture addresses leakage 
current by providing application control of block-level VDD- 
gating. The generalized accelerator architecture and 
fine-grained VDD-gating provide additional low-power 
opportunities compared to other systems which focus on 
acceleration of the radio stack [2] or rely on subthreshold 
operation [3].   

Architecture 
A key design goal of the system is to provide energy efficient 
processing for WSN applications while retaining flexibility 
and programmability.  Events are handled by the Event 
Processor (EP), a small programmable state machine. Memory 
mapped hardware accelerators are connected to the system bus.  
Accelerators are chosen to speedup typical computation found 
in WSN applications. The hardware accelerators provide the 
energy efficiency of application specific circuits and trigger 
interrupts when a computation is complete or an event, such as 
a timer or radio message, has arrived. The EP runs interrupt 
service routines (ISRs) which control the flow of data between 
the hardware accelerators and control the status of the 
VDD-gating transistors for each accelerator block. EP and 
hardware accelerators are not intended to execute infrequent 
WSN operations and a general-purpose microcontroller is 
included on the chip, but it is supply-gated most of the time. 

Our modular system architecture supports the inclusion of 

many different hardware accelerators depending on the 
requirements set by the SoC integrator. Figure 1 presents the 
block diagram of our prototype chip. The event processor is 
connected via the system bus to a set of example hardware 
accelerators – message processor, programmable data filter 
and timer subsystem. 

Fig. 1: System Block Diagram 
Implementation 

We implemented our test chip in 130 nm CMOS in 8 layers of 
metal using a semi-custom design flow. A die photo is shown 
in Figure 2. The system contains 444,982 transistors including  
4KB of foundry supplied SRAM.  All of the major blocks and 
system bus were synthesized from RTL using a standard cell 
library and placed and routed. We implemented a custom 
VDD-gate circuit which was attached to the synthesized blocks. 
Figure 3 displays the schematic of the VDD-gating circuit and 
the layout location of the circuit in relation to the filter block. 
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Fig 2: 130 nm test chip die photo (2mm x 2mm).  

Fig 3: VDD-gating circuit and layout 
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Figure 3: Die Photograph of the Prototype. System includes
an event processor and several accelerators for regular operation.
The system has been realized in 130nm CMOS on a 2mm x 2mm
die.

Because the architecture is new and the power consumption tar-
gets are aggressive, physical measurements are necessary to verify
that the architecture meets our goals. The chip was manufactured
in a 130nm bulk CMOS process with eight layers of metal. A die
photograph is shown in Figure 3. The system contains 444,982
transistors including 4KB of foundry-supplied SRAM. The chip
area is pad limited due to the large number of pins purposely added
for testing and the fine-grain power measurements of nine differ-
ent power domains. Decoupling-capacitors were included on all of
the top level power domains as well as the virtual power domains
separated by VDD-gating transistors.

5. MEASUREMENTS
Our first experimental measurements have verified reliable op-

eration across a range of lower clock frequencies—25 kHz to 12.5
MHz—that are suited to the low power needs of WSN applications.
SRAM reliability limits the minimum operating voltage to 450mV.

Fig. 4 plots the per-block power consumption of the system, run-
ning custom microbenchmarks written to exercise each block in
three operating modes - active (12.5MHz @550mV), idle (0MHz
@550mV), and powered off (VDD-gated). VDD-gating reduces
the power consumption of individual blocks by 50-100x, which
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Figure 4: Per Block Power Consumption 550 mV and 12.5 MHz.

helps to minimize power consumption during long periods of in-
activity. The event processor block cannot be VDD-gated since
it must always be available to handle interrupts. The accelerator
blocks consume more power when fully active than the microcon-
trollers but, as shown in Section 7, the more computationally effi-
cient accelerators lead to energy savings.

In Section 6, we compare our prototype to nine processors for
WSNs in the existing literature. Because the commonly used metric
of energy-per-instruction cannot be easily applied to accelerator-
based systems, we introduce the concept of energy-per-task. We
defined a task as a collection of dependent computations that are
executed periodically. We present measurements of a task similar
in nature to the volcano monitoring application. This task takes
131 cycles to execute and ultimately consumes 678.9 pJ at 550 mV
and 12.5 MHz. An equivalent routine written for the Mica2 mote
requires 1532 instructions. Using this information, we compute the
energy per equivalent instruction as 0.44 pJ, which is significantly
lower than systems in the literature: the lowest energy systems—
general purpose cores operating in subthreshold—consume 2-3 pJ
per instruction.

6. COMPARISON TO RELATED WORK
Several research groups have recognized the need for ultra-low

power systems designed specifically for wireless sensor networks.
The systems differ significantly because of the architecture deci-
sions and circuit techniques used to implement the system. For ex-
ample, several systems are based around a traditional general pur-
pose core but the circuits are designed to operate in subthreshold
– trading-off performance for reduced power consumption. Our
work operates above threshold but uses hardware acceleration to
increase energy efficiency. First, we categorized systems based on
the circuit techniques employed to improve energy consumption.

• Subthreshold operation - By using a power supply less than
the threshold voltage, systems such as the Subliminal and
Phoenix processors from the University of Michigan and a
subthreshold MSP430 from MIT are able to trade off perfor-
mance for reduced active power consumption[11, 14, 13, 16,
6, 21].

• Asynchronous Circuits - Processors such as SNAP from Cor-

nell University eliminate clock power by relying on asyn-
chronous circuits[1, 2].

• Power Supply Gating - To address increasing leakage cur-
rent, the Charm processor, from the University of California
at Berkeley, and our work employ transistors that switch the
power supplies of unused blocks[17, 7].

Along with different circuit techniques, designers of WSN pro-
cessors differ in their approach to architecture support for applica-
tions.

• General Purpose Computation - Off-the-shelf and custom
designed systems employ load-store or accumulator based
processors as the core processing engine of the system.

• Application Acceleration - our work and the Charm proces-
sor from University of California at Berkeley provide hard-
ware acceleration for common tasks to reduce active energy
consumption and increase system performance.

We tabulated key parameters for each of the discussed systems
including circuit techniques, architecture style, datapath width, through-
put and energy per instruction. Figure 5 presents the results of the
tabulation. The processors at the top (Atmel ATMega128L, TI-
MSP430) are off-the-shelf microcontrollers included in commer-
cially available WSN nodes such as the Mica2. The remaining
processors are prototype systems designed specifically for WSN
applications.

From Figure 5, we observe a relationship between the use of
subthreshold operation and the performance and energy consump-
tion of the system. All of the systems that operate in subthreshold
are limited to clock frequencies less than 1 MHz. However, the
low supply voltage results in a low energy per instruction between
2 and 4 pJ. Our system uses transistor switches more efficiently
through hardware acceleration. Consequently, our system has the
lowest measurement of energy per equivalent instruction when the
accelerators are used (0.44 pJ). For irregular tasks that employ the
general purpose microcontroller, our system has a higher energy
per instruction than the systems operating in subthreshold (3.4 pJ).
As our per-block power measurements show, SRAMs can consume
a dominant fraction of total energy consumption. Consequently,
systems that contain larger memories (greater than a few KB) con-
sume larger amounts of energy compared to similar systems at the
same voltage, frequency and architecture.

Unfortunately, standard benchmark suites do not exist for the
WSN space, though a few research groups have proposed some
possibilities [8, 12]. Without running the same application on each
system, it is not possible to judge the programmablility, energy
efficiency, and performance of the different systems fairly. The
efficacy of the energy per instruction metric to compare different
systems has been questioned before, but in this case, it could actu-
ally lead to completely misleading conclusions. The notion of an
instruction is lost on both the Charm processor and our system be-
cause most of the processing is handled by custom hardware accel-
erators. Even among the general-purpose architectures, selecting
the most energy efficient architecture is not an easy decision due to
the differences in instruction set architectures (ISAs), process tech-
nologies, memory sizes, and clock frequencies. Also, WSN appli-
cations often experience long periods of inactivity. Consequently,
we must consider the power consumption of the system while idle
— which is not captured by the energy per instruction metric. In
an effort to make a more fair and accurate comparison, we compare
our system to a general purpose architecture in the next section.
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Figure 5: Comparison to Other Systems Designed for WSN.

7. COMPARISON TO GENERAL PURPOSE
As stated in the previous section, the metric of energy per in-

struction does not isolate the benefits of an accelerator-based archi-
tecture from the process technology, circuit implementation, and
amount of SRAM. Thus, we compare the cycle count and energy
of full applications running on accelerators to applications run-
ning on the on-die general-purpose microcontroller. These appli-
cations combine data filtering, outgoing message preparation, and
flood-based message routing, which are prototypical WSN rou-
tines. We analyze routines for data filtering (EWMA and thresh-
old); network routing using a CAM structure; recording an out-
going message; detecting an incoming irregular message; and au-
tomatically relaying a regular message. The on-die Z80 micro-
controller closely resembles 8-bit architectures employed in other
WSN SoCs. For fairness, all routines were written in assembly
and hand-tuned for accelerator- and microcontroller-based opera-
tion, respectively. Fig. 6 presents the cycle count of each routine
for both scenarios. Accelerators process data in parallel and include
simplified decode logic, enabling the speedups. Multiple points for
a particular routine reflect different inputs that yield different per-
formances. Accelerator implementations see cycle speedups from
15 to 635x, which directly translate in to energy savings. Through
measurements of energy consumption for each of the routines, it
was found that hardware accelerators consume 1/10th to 1/600th
the energy consumed by software-based routines running on the
microcontroller. Energy savings is greater at higher frequencies be-
cause VDD-gating can reduce leakage during the longer idle times
afforded by hardware acceleration.

8. WORKLOAD ANALYSIS AND DVFS
By incorporating the concept of workload in our analysis, we

bring together all features of the architecture (speedup, energy ef-
ficiency, VDD-gating) and calculate total energy consumption. As
detailed in Section 1, the amount of computation required to ex-
ecute an application varies by orders of magnitude depending on
the phenomena being sensed, the amount of computation required,
and the complexity of the operation. System clock frequency and

supply voltage also depend on the computation requirements of the
workload. Idle leakage power consumption between tasks was not
captured in the analysis of speedup but can be a large contributor
of total power consumption.

Building on individual characterizations in Section 5, we com-
pare compute-block power consumption for different workload re-
quirements and include idle power in our analysis. In order to clar-
ify the comparison, these results exclude additional system power
overheads (e.g., EP and SRAM) common to both types of systems.
WSN workload intensity varies significantly depending on the ob-
served phenomena—from 1 task/minute for weather observations
to > 105 tasks/second for high-frequency data collection. While
most workload requirements are low, sometimes short bursts of
high-performance, time-sensitive activity are followed by long idle
times (e.g., bursty seismic activity proceeding a volcanic eruption).

Figure 7 plots the average power consumption of routines run on
either the accelerators or the microcontroller while varying work-
load intensity. For each datapoint, the lowest power voltage/frequency
operating point was chosen, For light workloads (< 10 tasks/sec),
the system can operate at the lowest voltage and frequency (450mV,
25 KHz) and power consumption is dominated by leakage current.
For medium-intensity workloads ( 104 tasks/sec), using accelera-
tors provides 1000x power savings due to a 635x speedup in cycle
counts and a 50% lower supply voltage. As workload increases,
active power dominates until the clock frequency required by the
microcontroller reaches the performance limit of the system at the
maximum supply voltage of 1.2V. Routines run on the accelerator
can operate up to 107 tasks per second with a voltage less than 1.1
V. The plot also demonstrates that, VDD-gating lowers the power
consumption for both scenarios under light loads, but the acceler-
ators’ higher inherent performance enables VDD-gating for longer
periods of time that translate to additional power savings.

9. CONCLUSION
To explore some of the microarchitecture challenges of accelerator-

based designs, we developed a system architecture and prototype
processor for wireless sensor network (WSN) applications. Our
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system architecture includes a set of hardware accelerators for typ-
ical WSN tasks and an event processor to facilitate communication
and power management among the accelerator devices. Applica-
tion support for VDD-gating was included because leakage current
can dominate the total power consumption of some WSN applica-
tions with long idle times. We constructed a prototype in 130nm
CMOS and measured the power consumption of each major func-
tional block.

We found that evaluating the efficacy of our architecture and
comparing it to related systems required the creation of several new
metrics and analysis methodologies. Compared to similar micro-
processors proposed for WSNs, our system has the lowest energy
per equivalent instruction (0.44 pJ). Many designers of related sys-
tems based their design around a general purpose computing en-
gine. We compared routines implemented on the accelerators with
routines implemented in software on the same chip and showed a
15x-635x performance improvement and a 10x-600x energy sav-
ings. Because the performance requirements of WSN nodes vary
widely, we conducted an analysis of our system while sweeping
workload and scaling voltage and frequency. The results of this
analysis show that our system architecture sees a reduction of 100x
for low intensity workloads due to VDD-gating. Due to a com-
bination of hardware acceleration and voltage scaling, our system
sees 10x-1000x power reduction over general purpose based de-
signs for medium-intensity workloads. At high-intensity workloads
when the general purpose microcontroller does not have the perfor-
mance to meet user demand, the accelerators are able to execute
the higher performance application. The system provides efficient
computation through hardware acceleration for habitat monitoring
applications. The modular architecture and event processor enable
the management of idle power through VDD-gating.

Because wireless sensor networks nodes are often untethered
from power grids, the WSN application class has stricter power
constraints than desktop or mobile environments. Taking a holistic
approach to design, this work addressed power consumption at the
application, architecture and circuit design layers. We have shown
that an architecture based around specialized accelerators can re-
duce the amount of energy per routine by several orders of magni-
tude and that leakage power can be managed through the VDD-
gating of the modular accelerators. As technology continues to

scale, mobile and desktop processors will need to incorporate an
increasing amount of specialization to maintain growth in micro-
processor performance. In the future, we aim to adapt our holistic
approach and lessons learned from building this prototype to the
mobile, and server computing markets.
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